
Econometric Analysis – Dr. Sobel 
 

 
Econometrics Session 1: 

 

1. Building a data set 

 Which software - usually best to use Microsoft Excel (XLS format) but CSV is also okay 

Variable names (first row only, 15 character max in gretl software we will be using, 1
st

 must be letter, no spaces 

but _ symbol is ok) 

 First column is sometimes dates or labels (state names) and it is okay if this has spaces, but give it a title too 

 

EXAMPLE DATA SET IN EXCEL: 

 

The number of “observations” (data points) matters. More is better. Always report the number of observations 

you use in a research paper. 

 

 Missing observations – usually best to have none, but most programs can deal with them – leave cell blank 

 

 Types of datasets: cross section, time series, panel (usually must specify, and label)  

– in gretl software we will be using, go to Data menu, Dataset structure to change or specify 

  



 Source information – how to document it 

 Descriptions: what is included, what year, how measured, etc. 

 Keep track of units of measurement (data in millions of dollars? Percentages: would 5% be as 0.05 or 5.0?) 

 

 

EXAMPLE OF HOW TO DOCUMENT YOUR DATA IN YOUR RESEARCH PAPER: 

 

 

 Transformations (getting units right, like per capita, logs, changes, percent changes) 

  - generally try to not have the units be to different (billions for one variable, hundreds for another) 

  - use per capita to adjust for differences due to like the size of states or changes thru time 

   - or sometimes per something else (school spending per student) 

  - sometimes the effects are “percentage” based (e.g., a 10% weight loss) – use logs or percent changes 

  - sometimes when we use “time series” data we do the year to year changes as the variables 



 

2. Reading the data into “econometric” software that can run “regressions” 

Everyone must obtain or use software called “gretl”, downloadable at http://gretl.sourceforge.net/ 

 - will also be available on computers in Beaty 120 computer lab and Beatty Center Atrium 

 - if you know another program (like EViews) you are welcome to use it, but I can’t help much 

 

DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE FROM GRETL WEBSITE EXAMPLE (homepage): 

 

gretl is available for both Windows and Mac, and can even be installed on computers on which you do not have 

administrative rights.  There are even older versions available for older operating systems. 

 

 

DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE FROM GRETL WEBSITE EXAMPLE (Windows download page): 

 

choose to download “latest release” and use the one for “self-installer” if you do have administrative rights 

do not worry about downloading any of the “optional extras” 

  



Once installed, open gretl by clicking on the gretl icon on your desktop: 

 

GRETL DESKTOP ICON EXAMPLE: 

 

 

When you open gretl you will get a main page that looks like this below: 

 

GRETL MAIN OPENINIG SCREEN EXAMPLE: 

 

 

gretl has a built in user manual if you ever have questions or problems (PDF “users guide” button along bottom) 

  



 

Reading data into gretl (File menu, Open Data, Import, then Excel if it’s your data) 

 

GRETL IMPORTING EXCEL DATA EXAMPLE: 

 

     - For now, use sample dataset (File menu, Open Data, Sample file): Ramanathan data7-9 “First year GPAs of 

students”, we may also use data7-19 “Demand for cigarettes in Turkey” but we will start with the GPA data 

 

GRETL OPENING RAMANATHAN GPA SAMPLE DATA EXAMPLE: 

 

  



once you open the data, the main screen will look like this below: 

 

GRETL MAIN SCREEN AFTER OPENING SAMPLE GPA DATA: 

 

 

one of the most used features is the “icon view”, so let’s open it.  From this window you can look at your data 

and get basic statistical information about your data: 

 

OPENING GRETL’S ICON VIEW: 

 

 



3. First steps: Examine basic descriptive statistics, and examine correlations, creating new variables 

Note: these can be done in Excel too but are easier in gretl [Excel commands shown in brackets] 

 

 Examine “descriptive statistics” such as the mean (average), maximum, minimum of each variable 

   - in gretl open “session icon view” and click “Summary” (or can use “View” menu then “Summary Statistics”) 

    - [in Excel for data in cells A1 to A20 the commands are: =AVERAGE(A1:A20); =MAX(A1:A20); =MIN (A1:A20)] 

 

USING GRETL’S ICON VIEW TO GET SUMMARY STATISTICS AND CORRELATIONS: 

 

 

 Examine “correlation coefficients” 

   - in gretl either use “View” menu then “Correlation Matrix” or open “session icon view” and click “Correlations” 

    - [in Excel for data in cells A1 to A20 and B1 to B20 the command is: =CORREL(A1:A20,B1:B20)] 

 

We will use these later, but for now just know the correlation coefficients measure whether two variables are positively 

or negatively related, and how strongly on a scale of zero to one.  It shows the correlations between all of your variables, 

but most of the time you will only be interested in one or a few. 

 

Example: what is the correlation between a student’s college GPA (colgpa) and highschool GPA (hsgpa)? +0.4067 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Graph key variables against each other as XY plot – examine visual correlations 

  - in gretl click X-Y graph icon along bottom to create a chart, and choose the variables 

  - in Excel you have to create a “Scatter” type chart from the insert menu, after highlighting the data 

 

CREATING A GRAPH OF TWO VARIABLES IN GRETL: 

 

 

Visually, it does look like a student’s college and high school GPA are positively related as the +0.4067 correlation 

coefficient suggested. 

 

Showing trend lines or “least squares fit” (which is an Ordinary Least Squares regression we are about to perform) in the 

graph is helpful to show you the relationship.  The blue line in the graph above is a trend line.  gretl usually adds a trend 

line automatically (in Excel you have right click any one data point in the scatter chart you create and choose “Add 

trendline”)  In gretl it also gives you the equation of the trend line at the top of the chart. 

 

 

Saving your graph: in gretl, click anywhere on the graph, can save as PDF, copy to clipboard (to say paste in your paper), 

and you can save it so you can reopen it later by choosing “Save to session as icon” 

 

RIGHT CLICK IN THE GRAPH ANYWHERE TO BRING UP A MENU OF OPTIONS TO SAVE OR PRINT YOUR GRAPH: 

 



Creating a new variable in gretl from your existing variables  

- Add menu, Define new variable, do as equation (e.g., Z=X+Y  if X and Y are in your data and Z is new) 

 

In our sample data, there is both the student’s verbal SAT (vsat) and math SAT (msat) score.  But there is no variable for 

the student’s combined math plus verbal score.  So let’s create a new variable named “totalsat” for that. 

 

CREATING A NEW VARIABLE IN GRETL (COMBINED SAT SCORE EXAMPLE): 

 

 

gretl can also create “logs” or “squared” versions of your variables automatically, these are the first two entries in the 

Add menu shown above where we picked “Define new variable”.   

 

gretl can also create random variables for you. 
 


